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Notes:- 
N.L.C. (No Longer Classified) in the results listing indicates cars that have 
probably retired. The nature of the event is such that it is possible for a car to be 
repaired and for the crew to catch up and rejoin the rally, possibly after several 
days. Those cars shown as NLC are understood to be unlikely to rejoin the event. 
 
No Results Available for... Where this is shown for a Day or Time Trial section 
it indicates that the section has been cancelled.  
 
How penalties are applied 
 
The cars are split into three Categories, each having a different time schedule to 
achieve. The older cars are allowed more time that the later cars.

For each day travelled each car is given a time equivalent to the time allowed to 
travel the route. If a car is late at any check point on the route an additional time 
penalty is added for each minute late up to preset maximum limits. 

Some days include Time Trial sections where the cars are timed over short 
sections of the route. On these sections time penalties are added depending on 
the time taken over the Time Trial section, again within preset maximum limits. 

Gold, Silver and Bronze medals will be awarded at the end of the event to crews 
who achieve preset goals by reaching checkpoints and completing time trials 
within the required times allowed. 
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